Accepting a lower preference CAO offer

One of the most common queries received by CAO at Round One offers.

Accepting a lower preference course vs Not accepting a lower preference course

- **Accepting a lower preference course**
  
  If you have received an offer of a lower preference course in Round One, you can choose to accept this offer and this WILL NOT prevent you from receiving an offer of a higher preference course in a later round if you are deemed eligible.

- **Not accepting a lower preference course**
  
  The lower preference offer that you have received may be the only offer that you will receive. If you are undecided about this offer, you can accept it and cancel the offer with the institution before registration. Accepting an offer will not prevent you from receiving another offer of a higher preference course in a later round, if you are deemed eligible.
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To contact CAO go to www.cao.ie and use the 'Contact' facility.